The Mars rover (MSL APXS) project, depicted here, netted University of Guelph physics researcher Ralf Gellert the 2013 Outstanding Leadership Medal from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).
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The *Sapadrama citrina*, pictured here, is among the dozens of insects University of Guelph Prof. Steve Marshall has identified throughout his productive career. His many efforts netted him the 2013 Gold Medal from the Entomological Society of Canada, recognizing his outstanding contributions to insect studies in Canada.
Focus on the health and wealth of people at home and abroad – that’s the big message coming from research sponsors today. Health is seen by governments at all levels as a key to greater economic prosperity. With health, wealth is indeed attainable. Without it, wealth is immaterial.

Guelph researchers have a long history of dedication to what matters most when it comes to health and prosperity. People’s communities, environment and lifestyles – including the links between health and the entire food chain – all contribute to healthy individuals. This broad perspective requires the comprehensive approach to research for which the University of Guelph is widely recognized.

For example, in its annual Canadian University Report, the Globe and Mail ranked Guelph the top medium-sized university in Canada for research opportunities. Maclean’s named us one of the top five comprehensive universities in the country. And Higher Education Strategy Associates cited us among the top five universities in this country for social sciences and humanities.

We’re pleased with the recognition. Overall, our research revenues are at $154 million. We do more with that funding than any other university, as shown by our efficiency ratings. According to the Impact Group, Guelph is Canada’s most inventive and efficient research university. Every Guelph researcher has, on average, three projects on the go. And as an institution, we disclose more inventions per faculty member than the national average, while we spend a fraction as much on each disclosure.

Everyone has an eye on the return on investment in research. We think ours is making a difference to society, and I hope you agree.

As always, I welcome your comments on this Return on Research report.
The Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC) honours scholars for original work and leadership that advance their field and enrich Canadian life. University of Guelph geography Prof. Barry Smit – pictured here conducting community research in Nunavut – received SSHRC’s 2013 Gold Medal, recognizing him as one of the world’s leading authorities on climate change.
The University of Guelph’s Strategic Research Plan helps promote, encourage and advance strengths in these areas in which the University has built its reputation for quality and innovation.

The plan reflects the University’s mission and its objectives, which include research intensity, internationalism and collaboration.

The University is proud of its heritage in agriculture and veterinary medicine, and its accomplishments and programs in science and engineering, social and applied human sciences, liberal arts, humanities, fine and performing arts, and economics and business.

Investment in research enhances student teaching and learning by incorporating research techniques and discovery into the curriculum, by involving students in research design and execution, and by mobilizing and transferring knowledge.

For more on Guelph’s Strategic Research Plan, visit www.uoguelph.ca/research/strategic-plan
One of Guelph’s biggest newsmakers is Prof. Emma Allen-Vercoe, pictured front and centre, who has captured the media’s imagination with her unique approach to what she calls “the most complex and hostile environment anywhere” – the human digestive system. The technology she and her research team created, called the Robogut, offers an inside-outside view of how antibiotics and antimicrobials affect gut performance.

The Allen-Vercoe lab members are, pictured clockwise from left, Kathleen Schroeter, Julie McDonald, Chris Ambrose, Michelle Daigneault and Jackie Strauss.
Over the past decade we’ve seen a significant rise in all research revenues from a diverse range of sources.

Our primary revenues come from the partnership agreement between the University of Guelph and the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food and the Ministry of Rural Affairs; the Tri-Councils (Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council, Canadian Institutes of Health Research and Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council); other federal and provincial departments and ministries; business and industry; and sources such as non-profits and charitable organizations.

These revenues help support the continuum of research expertise at Guelph, from the 1,800 graduate students we train to the 36 Canada Research Chair holders who make the University their home. In 2013, we filled the last of our Canada Research Chair vacancies with scientists who are leaders in their fields of population disease modelling and of gender, justice and development. Those appointments added further to our complement of expertise across many sectors.
At this year’s World Dairy Expo, a technology called High Immune Response — developed by University of Guelph Prof. Bonnie Mallard and her team — was named one of the top innovative products of 2013. Currently marketed by Semex as Immunity+, the technology improves the health of cattle worldwide. Pictured here with the highly coveted award is Mallard and Semex Vice-President Brad Sayles. Research sponsors for this technology include the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council, the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food and the Ministry of Rural Affairs, and the Canadian Dairy Network.
The province has renewed its commitment with $264 million over five years in research funding to the partnership between the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food and the Ministry of Rural Affairs and the University of Guelph. The partnership ensures that the University remains at the forefront of innovation in agri-food and rural research.

This renewed commitment of research funding will support dozens of faculty working on priorities of interest to stakeholders in the Ontario agri-food and rural sectors. Between 2008 and 2013, 65 full-time equivalent faculty positions were supported by the OMAF and MRA – U of G Partnership, with 320 people working on projects supporting OMAF and MRA priorities.

Accelerating the transformation of research knowledge into application is a fundamental component of the OMAF and MRA – U of G Partnership. The renewed commitment to the research agreement will support efforts to mobilize knowledge across the agri-food and rural sectors.

In keeping with the value that the University of Guelph places on training highly qualified graduate students, the research initiative supported by the OMAF and MRA – U of G Partnership offers the unique and innovative Highly Qualified Personnel scholarship program to help prepare students for increasingly complex and dynamic careers.
The Royal Society of Canada promotes learning and research in the arts, humanities, and natural and social sciences. Being named a Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada is one of the most esteemed honours in Canada’s science community. In 1982, plant physiologist Derek Bewley was one of the youngest scientists ever to be elected to the society – after just 12 years in the field. Bewley, now a University professor emeritus, was recently awarded the society’s lifetime membership.
MOVING FORWARD

Researchers connect with a wide range of communities

As a comprehensive university, Guelph promotes individual and collaborative research, engaging with a wide range of communities.

One research community, NSERC-CANPOLIN, is addressing the growing problem of pollinator decline in agricultural and natural ecosystems in Canada. For the first time, leading experts in entomology, ecology, plant reproductive biology, genomics, prediction and economics have joined forces to explore the full scope of the issue.

Another community of researchers has addressed the problem of iron deficiency – a curable, nutrient-deficient disorder affecting 3.5 billion people worldwide. Their solution? Add a piece of iron the size of a human hand to boiling water used for cooking. The iron leaches out of the simple device, and with just 10 minutes of boiling, a litre of water can acquire 75 per cent of a person’s daily iron needs.

And at the Centre for Biodiversity Genomics – a $16 million expansion of the original Biodiversity Institute of Ontario – global leaders in DNA barcoding technology led by Prof. Paul Hebert are discovering, identifying and cataloguing more species than ever in their new state-of-the-art facility.

$52.2 MILLION
Revenues received from all federal government departments are up by close to two per cent from 2011-12

$25.8 MILLION
Revenues received from Tri-Councils (CIHR, NSERC, SSHRC) are up more than seven per cent from 2011-12
The Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC) has awarded a research team led by English professor and musician Ajay Heble, pictured here, a $2.5-million Partnership Grant to launch the International Institute for Critical Studies in Improvisation. Following extensive peer review, Heble’s initiative was ranked No. 1 among finalists for the grant, which was one of just 20 awarded nationwide. The new award builds on an earlier $2.5-million SSHRC Major Collaborative Research Initiatives grant – the biggest grant of this kind ever awarded at a Canadian university.
Research helps find solutions to complex problems

Research benefits the breadth of society, helping us understand complex problems, see the world more clearly, and make a difference where we live, work and go to school.

The key to preventing and dealing with violence in our communities is increasing the accessibility and number of resources available to victims and perpetrators of violence. Guelph researchers, led by Prof. Myrna Dawson at the Centre for the Study of Social and Legal Responses to Violence, are working with community and criminal justice organizations to help ensure that someone who experiences intimate-partner violence, for example, can access resources, legal advocacy and counselling.

What drives people to violence? Answering that is complex, but one approach involves understanding what’s at work in people’s brains. Guelph researcher Prof. Mark Fenske is looking at what he calls “the battle in the brain,” a lifelong internal struggle waged between immediate emotional impulses and longer-term goals. How humans allocate attention can help determine which of these brain signals wins the competition to drive our thoughts and actions.

Funds awarded from SSHRC are up almost 30 per cent since 2008

Funds awarded from Ontario Government departments (other than Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food and Ministry of Rural Affairs) are up almost 30 per cent since 2012
It’s easier to stay healthy in a society with a prosperous rather than a struggling economy. But not everyone is fortunate enough to live in a society with such an economy, so the University of Guelph is taking measures globally to help those facing challenges.

For example, chronic poverty characterizes most countries in the developing world, even though they receive almost $1 trillion a year in foreign aid. The issue of aid effectiveness is causing many experts in development ethics, including those at the University of Guelph, to explore better approaches to poverty reduction, primarily by involving those at the grassroots level in program planning and delivery and by avoiding classic top-down channels.

And then there’s the problem of chronic disease, such as malaria. Malaria continues to be a problem in nearly 100 countries, affecting more than 200 million people. No vaccine is available, but Guelph researchers are part of a global team working to stop the malaria parasite from maturing and reproducing.

Through still other initiatives, including affordable and practical approaches to dealing with contaminated water, Guelph researchers are addressing global needs.
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